
5th Grade 2021-2022 Suggested Materials List

Please label all items with child’s name.
Please be sure all items are of the UNSCENTED variety!
ABSOLUTELY NO MECHANICAL PENCILS

****The 5th grade teachers strongly discourage Zuca or like
type backpacks. These are very heavy to carry up and down the
stairs even when empty. ****

❏ -A three-ring binder with zip or velcro closure
❏ -Five dividers (dividers should be labeled math, reading,

writing, social studies, science in that specific order)
❏ -Pencil pouch for binder to store pencils
❏ -Three folders with pockets to keep in your desk at school
❏ -supply of binder paper for binder and at home
❏ -Three separate spiral notebooks for multiple subjects with

at least 200 pages (notebooks with plastic covers tend to
last longer)

❏ -One 8x11 notebook with GRAPH RULED Paper inside (for
Science)

❏ -24 sharpened #2 pencils to keep in your pencil pouch.
(You will need these all year. No mechanical or
scented pencils)

❏ -red ballpoint pens for correcting papers (year supply,
non-clicking)

❏ - pencil sharpener with a cover to catch shavings
❏ - small pair of scissors (label with name)



❏ -package of colored pencils unscented
❏ - highlighter pen (yellow only- unscented)
❏ - Three large glue sticks
❏ -One mouse with cord not battery powered to use with

Chromebooks (State Testing does not allow cordless mouse)
❏ -headphones or earbuds for computers/Chromebooks
❏ - 2 black Sharpie pens (this will be collected by the teacher)
❏ - 1 box of Kleenex (unscented please - this will be collected

by the teacher)

Please do your best to label all items with your child’s name
--first name and last initial.
For folders and notebooks please label items in the right hand
corner see below.
You should add “Homeroom #” under the student name.


